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Aut2:2 14 is being sought for Detective Conetat iHN2981'
1111c)wed. to attend the W.R.P. "college* for a week's cauTse.

be

3
27*,
2. No date has yet been fixed nor Indeed ha [HN2981 eceived a
specific invitation (directive) to attend suL7n L7-75.7:- le. However,
it is only a,matter of time before such an invitation is made and
it would be most helpful if when the time comes the officer could
give an immediate answer.
I 4i
igh4b—of-Avfleelt
will further enhance. HN2981 already excellent reputation, I would

I 5
SB
26.9.75

Chief Sup :-.....
- - endent

2.
Chief Superintendent !St Squad
: 6 i

discussed the proposition with DAC and give approval for
DC IHN298b0 accept any invitation that might be forthcoming of the
WRP"IiiAd-di,dhip to attend its "college" in Derbythire for a course.

SB
30.9.75
7.

A/commander 'Ops'

71

With re rd to IA et seq., D.t.tIN298kiao warned on Saturday,
7.2,1976 to attend a course at the WRY. EductAion Centre, White Meadows
He
House, nr. Bradbourne, Derbythire, commencing on Sunday, 8.2.1976.
to London on either
duly accepted the 'directive' and expects.
Saturday, 14th or Sunday, 15th February.
I 8 I
G.T.M CRAFT
SB
9.2.76
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EP.T.O.
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You 41
-eutstan
centre a

9i
evening
I raised the question of the
on Friday
to attend the WIT education
on to DCO-jil
.dows House, Derby.

the authority for suen a visit, given in September
It was agreed
last year, should be cancelled, in view of major issues subsequently
raised by the wie regarding the raid by Derbyshire police on the Centre.
This cancellation was to have been implemented first thing today, Monday.
at the conclusion of a -WE& meeting on Saturday evening, 7 February,
Ho-1 1011 HN2981 ,11,8, directed to attend the Centre the following day to commence e
course.
This last minute notification is common Will' practice for
ty purposes and, before leaving,[ HN298 was able only to make a quick
ephone call to DI Craft ostensibly to inform his 'employer, of his absence.
n unfortimate•Oeincidencetha, HN298 -Mad have become involved. in 12
La authority to. ...attend could
such short notice and be
However, he is a Very experienced. Officer in this field and,
aring in mind the very considerable growth :of the WMF.:during the past six
.months, he may well learn .valuable information to police regarding the. WE?'S
potential for •causing public disorder in the future...
Squads to ensure
have
r•
I"
" taken stepwith !CI and
13! :..regarding I HN298
sit and I shall retain these papers
.SB
942474

at secrecy
s return.

A/Commander
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MI
HN298
on
iais sojourn at the WR1 Education
report
1.
D.C.
Centre is typical of the standard of work he has submitted in the
course of his long spell on the Special Demonstration Squad. In this
respect it is, perhaps, a fitting swan-song'.
The report confirms our assessment of the security mania which
2.
permeates the WRP and suggests that, for a time at least, the
organisation is concerned more with the political education of a
hard core nucleus than with immediate revolution.
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S.B. 6.3.76

7,
/DAC

I 20

cted
I agree that DCI HN2981111 to be congratulated not only an this well-condu
carried out his
operation, but aliii6-6i) the excellent manner in which he has
duties over a long period on the SDS.

IVA vaivableforiter,tis-learn,l)bet,
courses at "White Meadows" do not include incitement to public disorder.
c)ear that..,:moat...0 tohe secrecy aOt_ela_borate.. .security
precautions durrounding the Study Centre are in being to-1)06ot
of the organisation as well as the leaders themselves.
1834
If you agree, I will have these papers registered and reta41ed in Roo*
rather than leave them on the SW file.
SB
8.3.76

1.
You will wish to peruse the SB report at /6A and the accompanying
Minutes 6 and 7. The report in content and quality speaks for itself,
is of considerable interest, and the complimentary remarks in the Minutes
are well merited and require no elaboration from myself.
In regard to further action, I feel that we are under an obligation

It.P.

P.T.O.
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cont
to inform the Securty Service, but under the strictestcaveat for our
source protection. Consequently, I would recommend that I hand a copypersonally to
who we known
and trust so
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